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CHIC, FUNCTIONAL, OFF-ROAD:
LETECH ACCESSORIES FOR THE NEW G-CLASS
Driven by passionate zeal and innovation as a proven off-road specialist,
we are proud to have developed a wide range of accessories for the new
Mercedes-Benz G-Class in the usual high-class look and to the tried and
tested LeTech quality.
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ROOF RACK
Just as the silhouette of the new G doesn’t differ much from
its predecessor, the new roof rack also doesn’t distance itself
from the look of the original. The low design and the rail
on the side, which remains below the loading area of the
roof rack, make this product the first choice for transporting
any kind of roof loads, fitting roof tents or, for hunters and
photographers, as an observation deck. The ladder, which
is screwed together with the roof rack, provides access to
the platform.

In order to keep the unavoidable wind noise of a roof transport system down to the absolute minimum, a wind deflector
with additional integrated headlights is the perfect addition
to the roof rack. The customer can choose between the purist
variation or the complete solution including wind deflector
and headlights. A mounting bracket for the popular 52"
lightbar is also available as an additional accessory, as well
as the appropriate standard mounting sets.

The weight of the roof rack is just under 60 kg. The compact
measurements are also impressive: The roof rack adds a slim
65 mm to the overall height of the G.
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Roof rack 463A model year 2018 | Article no.: 6699
Wind deflector roof rack 463A model year 2018 | Article no.: 7096
Additional LED headlight 4.7" Multi LED Flood | Article no.: 6867
Additional LED headlight 4.7" Single LED Spot | Article no.: 6868
Cover additional headlight 4.7" | Article no.: 6869
Ladder roof rack 463A model year 2018 | Article no.: 6833
Mounting roof rack eye bolt set | Article no.: 5395
Roof rack mounting t-slot nut with internal thread | Article no.: 6122
Roof rack mounting t-slot nuts with bolts set | Article no.: 6123
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ROOF RACK ACCESSORIES
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Roof spoiler 463A | Article no.: 7096 (suitable for LeTech roof racks | Article no.: 6699)

Axe holder | Article no.: 7691 (suitable for Fiskars Universal Axe 44 | Article no.: 7121)

Shovel holder | Article no.: 7699 (suitable for Fiskars Telescope Shovel | Article no.: 7120)

Recovery boards devices | Article no.: 7700 (suitable for synthetic recovery boards | Article no.: 6173)
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SUSPENSION
The suspension lift developed in collaboration with KW
automotive consists of four coil springs as well as two
adjusting sleeves for the front axle made from high-strength
aluminium. The standard shock absorbers, with or without
adaptive damping remain intact. A moderate suspension lift
of approx. 50 mm creates a sufficient amount of clearance
for bigger wheels.

Coil-springs suspension lift 463A as of 2018 models |
Article no.: 6760

WHEELS

Image shows article no. 7112

Thanks to the suspension lift, one of the most popular all-round tires – the BF Goodrich
All Terrain T/A KO2 in 285/55 R20 114T dimensions – has space in the wheelhouses of the
G. This robust tyre scores points for its attractive design, but also achieves the optimal
compromise between its performance both on roads and over rough terrain. Additionally,
with its M+S label as well as with the snow flake symbol, it fulfils the legal requirements
for a real all-weather tyre. It can be fitted either onto a Mercedes-Benz 14-spoke light-alloy
wheel (8.5 x 20) or onto the ”Monobloc” wheel developed by Brabus (9.5 x 20).
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Image shows article no. 6853

Tyres 285/55 R20 117/114T BF Goodrich All-Terrain T/A KO2, F, B, 75dB | Article no.: 6883
Alloy rim 14 spokes 8.5 x 20 H2 ET 32 “matt black” | Article no.: 7112
Alloy rim 14 spokes 8.5 x 20 H2 ET 32 “Himalaya grey high-sheen” | Article no.: 7110
Alloy rim “Monobloc” 9.5 x 20 H2 ET 60 Set “Liquid Titanium Smoked” | Article no.: 6852
Alloy rim “Monobloc” 9.5 x 20 H2 ET 60 Set “matt black” | Article no.: 6853
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RUNNING BOARDS
Running boards 463 A as of 2018 models with anti-slip-coating in
black | Article no.: 7104

If you prefer wheels tone-in-tone with the body and you
decide on the black version, the black structured-surface
anti-slip coating of the standard running boards is a great
option for you.
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UNDERRIDE GUARD SYSTEM
The LeTech underride guard system manufactured from 3 mm
strong stainless steel consists of several precisely adapted
preformed guards as well as all the fixtures and mounting
parts. Mounted to the vehicle, it perfectly complements the
standard guard of the underside of your G-Class. Damage
to endangered components – through roughly touching the
ground during off-road use, for example – and also the
danger of snagging branches or getting stuck in hidden

o bstacles are almost completely eliminated through the
LeTech underride guard system.
The underride guard guarantees significantly improved
operational safety of your vehicle when using it on the road;
down times and high repair costs are eliminated and the
value of your vehicle is increased. Plus, the LeTech underride
guard system is outrageously good-looking.

Underride guard system for fuel tank and transfer case 463A |
Article no.: 7147
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WINCH

For the rare cases where trail conditions take the modern
drive system of the G and its off-road tyres to their limits
or acconpanying vehicles “without a G” require assistance
when crossing rivers, the Warn-Zeon winch offers perfect
support. With a discrete design, without having to hide, the
electric winches of the Warn-Zeon series are integrated in
the front of the G.

Winch bumper bar 463A as of 2018 models | Article no.: 7097

OFF-ROAD RESCUE SET
Accessories bag incl. winch accessories: 1 x rescue strap (9 m x 60 mm, 8 t, 20 % elastic),
1 x tree anchoring strap (3 m x 75 mm, 12 t), 2 x shackles (4.75 t), 1 x pulley (17.5 t).
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Off-road rescue set | Article no.: 6679
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SPARE WHEEL CARRIER

If you want to take care of your tailgate in rough terrain,
you can protect it by mounting a spare wheel carrier. This
transfers part of the weight of the spare wheel into the body
structure of the vehicle via the hinges of the tailgate. If that
sounds too technical for you, you should still consider the
spare wheel holder: This accessory is an absolute eye-catcher, furthermore, the cover creates a lockable storage compartment, in which, for example, rescue straps or wet gloves
can be stored while preserving the interior.

Spare wheel carrier 463A model year MJ 2018 | Article no.: 7098
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STORAGE BOX

The storage box for the luggage compartment offers space
for equipment which you would otherwise spread out and
have to be hunted down in the entire vehicle. All drawers
which lock safely when closed are equipped with robust
pullout systems. In addition, the positioning of the storage
box enables access to its contents even when the rest of the
luggage compartment is filled chock-a-block with baggage.
On the top of the storage box, pieces of luggage can be fixed
with lashing rails.

Storage box luggage compartment 463A from as of 2018 models |
Article no.: 7103
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The entire accessories
programme “made
in Welzheim” can be
ordered now:
LeTech GmbH & Co. KG
Reizenwiesen 19
73642 Welzheim | Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 7182 935650
Email: info@lennartz-technik.de
Official distribution partner:

ORC – Off Road Center GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Straße 14
71088 Holzgerlingen | Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 7031 209280
Email: info@orc.de
Further information: technical and design changes reserved in the course
of product development. Images partly show accessories which are not
included in the scope of delivery of the described article. All products are
protected with a utility model. Unauthorised imitation or copying shall
have legal consequences for the originator. Information as of: 08/2019.
Photos: www.niedermueller.de

www.lennartz-technik.de

